
P PO

Superheroes are always building up their thinking skills, not just their 
strength. In phonics, tricky words are ones that don’t follow the normal 
phonics rules, which means you won’t be able to sound them out - you’ll 
need to learn them on sight. That really is tricky! So, let’s practise.

This phonics shooter craft can be adapted to use tricky words from any phase. 

Superhero Phonics  
Tricky Words Shooter 

Yo
u 

w
ill

 n
ee

d • plastic or strong paper cups

• scissors

• balloons

• paint or craft decorations

• paper and a pen

• table tennis balls, pom-poms, 
marshmallows or other 
lightweight and safe projectiles

Craft Instructions
1. Carefully cut off the bottom quarter of the cup so that you can 

reach all the way through (and it’s slightly shorter than before). 
You may wish to stack two cups together for more strength.

2. Tie a knot in a deflated balloon and cut off 
around half an inch at the other end.

3. Stretch the balloon to fit over the wider end of the 
cup so that the knot is on the outside.

4. Decorate your shooter with paints or crafts as desired.

5. Divide some paper into pieces and write a phonics tricky word, from the 
appropriate phase, on each piece. These will need to be big enough to see 
from a short distance. Attach them to a wall using sticky tack or tape.
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P POActivity Instructions
1.  Load up the shooter with a lightweight 

projectile (such as a table tennis ball, 
pom-poms or marshmallows).

2. As your child faces the wall, read one of the tricky 
words out loud. Once they spot the tricky word, they 
need to use their shooter to hit it with a ball.

3. To shoot, pull back the balloon knot, aim and 
quickly release to fling the ball.

4. If your child has shot at the correct word, remove it from the wall 
and repeat it with another word until all are gone. For the last few, 
you may wish to have your child read them out and shoot them.

The great thing about this activity is that it can be repeated with many 
different phonics words! 

Create, practise and enjoy, superheroes!

We hope the information on our website and resource is useful. However, some ingredients and/or materials used might cause allergic reactions, 
so if you have any concerns about your own or somebody else’s health or wellbeing, always speak to a qualified health professional. Remember, 
activities listed within the resource should always be supervised by an appropriate adult.
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P PO

Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5

I he said oh
no she have Mrs
the we like people
to me so their
go be do called

into you some Mr
are come looked
her little asked
was one could
all were

they there
my what

when
out

Phase 2 to 5 Tricky Words
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